This brief announcement focuses on interoperability of software transactions with ad hoc nonblocking algorithms. Specifically, we modify arbitrary nonblocking operations so that (1) they can be used both inside and outside transactions, (2) external uses serialize with transactions, and (3) internal uses succeed if and only if the surrounding transaction commits. Interoperability enables seemless integration with legacy code, atomic composition of nonblocking operations, and the equivalent of hand-optimized, closed nested transactions.
additional programming effort, particularly if these primitives are supported in standard libraries.
Our preliminary implementation is in the context of the ASTM [3] system, where we extended the AtomicReference Java library class with a transaction aware version TxAtomicRef. We leveraged ASTM's transactional metadata structure (which consists of an indirection object called the locator that determines the current consistent version of the data, and its current writer transaction) to represent speculative values of TxAtomicRefs.
We implemented several nonblocking algorithms using TxAtomicRef including Michael and Scott's lock-free queue [4] and Harris' lock-free linked list [1] (results in Figure 1 ). In all cases we simply replaced the AtomicReferences in the original algorithms with TxAtomicRefs in our constructions. Our results suggest that while transaction safety makes nonblocking data structures somewhat slower, the resulting constructs interoperate smoothly with transactions, and can significantly outperform the natural "fully transactional" alternatives.
